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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
This document represents the Ekurhuleni Housing Company (EHC) Five (5) Year Strategy document. The
central thus of this document is firstly to comply with the City directives in respect of fulfilling compliance
requirements, secondly, and fundamentally this document expresses the Board strategic perspective in
respect of its mandate of steering the organization its desired development trajectory. Finally, this document
will provide the Board, Management and Stakeholders to measure the performance of the organisation
against set targets and deliverables thus enabling cohesion on mutually agreed deliverables.
Thus, in formulating the five-year strategic perspective, the Board took account of the following key
considerations:
▪ How this organisation has been historically performing with a view of looking at areas to enhance and
turnaround;
▪ A reflection of key strategic objectives the Board seeks to pursue over its term of Office;
▪ A reflection of defined deliverables to be achieved in the Financial Year 2019/20;
▪ A reflection of the key Capital Projects to be undertaken;
▪ A reflection on the financial implications of the actions that the Board seeks to achieve;
▪ A reflection on the Human Resource and Organisational Capacity towards the achievement of the
actions;
▪ A reflection of the Risks to be anticipated as the Entity rolls out its programmes
Perspective on the EHC
The Ekurhuleni Housing Company (EHC) is a Municipal Owned Entity (EHC) entrusted with a mandate of
the development and management of the Social and Residential Rental Property in the City. Thus the Entity
must be viewed as a key and dependable partner of the City to address the persistent and stubborn
challenges of urbanisation and acute housing backlogs. It currently manages a portfolio of 1244 Social and
Rental Housing Units across the City of Ekurhuleni.
Over the next five (5) year, EHC will perform three (3) principal functions. Historically, it performed two, and
the main shift in strategy is a re-emphasised focus on its clients, the current and future tenants that it
manages. In doing so, EHC provides a service that includes client services management, property
management and property development of these social and rental stock units.
Firstly, EHC will focus on its current clients and organizationally restructure to manage these relationships in
line with good and recommended practice.
Secondly, EHC will continue to manage its rental housing stock with a refocus mandate on sound,
accountable and ethical practice property management principles. The refocused attention is achieved in
2019/20 through external benchmarking of practices and successes of the Regulator, peers and competitors
and performance management of its service delivery plans. Building this capacity will ensure that it is a viable
option for the City to turn to manage existing rental (industrial and commercial) stock on a commercial and
arms-length basis from the City.
Thirdly, it will facilitate the development of new housing stock for management and in some instances for
sale and act as a developer; by appointing contractors and professionals to refurbish, convert and in some
cases build affordable housing solutions. Over the past term and since incorporation in 1998, EHC secured
the grants from SHRA and Province, and the City acted as developer and focused on rental and social
housing only.
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EHC intends to offer various unit typologies for rental ranging from Community Residential Units, Student
accommodation, Communal housing, Transitional housing and Social and Market rental units and solutions
within the Gap and FLISP products as migratory products for its existing clients. The EHC aims at improving
access to housing products and alleviating the housing demand and opportunity backlog in the City of
Ekurhuleni. It is part of a longer-term vision, which will include a commitment towards creating and sustaining
a new culture of accessible, quality, public housing solutions.
The EHC illustrates the City’s commitment to promoting affordable housing and supports the government's
priorities, which include:
• Accelerated economic growth, development, and housing delivery, with an emphasis on job creation;
• Quality service delivery;
• Good governance;
• SMME development;
• Investment in Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment; and
• Promotion of housing solutions.
The Strategic Plan reflects the continuing improvement in the alignment and integration of the business of
the EHC with its mandate, vision, mission and values. It is anticipated that within the period of this Strategic
Plan, the EHC value offerings, human capital, organisational culture as well as processes and systems will
place the organisation in a position to perform adequately on its mandate, thus supporting its continued
relevance and sustainability.
The focus on implementation is regulated and will be prioritised as follows:
• Areas with adequate economic and social infrastructure.
• Areas with potential for economic, spatial and social integration, meaning areas where some or all
aspects of such integration are currently lacking
• Well-located areas where the introduction of social housing would prevent the displacement of
presently residing, working poor people during slum clearance or urban renewal programmes.
• Areas which would not be impossible to zone/re-zone for residential/mixed-use development such as
green belts/conservation areas, areas below flood lines or with impossible topographic/geotechnical
development conditions.
• Areas, where the City/ government owns vacant land and underutilised/derelict buildings, will be of
advantage. This should not, however, be an absolute requirement, and should not cause the
exclusion of areas where no such properties are currently available, but where future opportunities
may arise due to changes in the nature of properties.
1.1.

BACKGROUND TO THE EHC

The Ekurhuleni Housing Company (EHC) has been established in terms of the Municipal Systems Act, the
Companies Act, the Social Housing Act, and listed under a schedule of the Municipal Systems Act (MSA) as
a Municipal Owned Entity. As a municipal-owned entity, EHC must comply with all the requirements and
regulations of the Municipal Finance and Management Act (MFMA).
The EHC is developed as a Social Housing Institution (SHI) and as such must comply with all the
requirements and regulations of the Social Housing Act. Within the social housing framework, EHC is
currently a Conditionally Accredited Social Housing Institution (SHI), as defined in the Social Housing Act
and Social Housing Regulations and must meet all conditions imposed on it by the Social Housing Regulatory
Authority from time to time. The validity of the Conditional Accreditation status is two years and EHC is
seeking Full Accreditation over the next five (5) years.
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A Social Housing Institution, or SHI, has a much more involved role to play than in more conventional
construction and rental management operator.
The overall goal of the EHC is to manage, coordinate and oversee the implementation of the Social Housing
Act as guided by the Social Housing Regulatory Authority (SHRA) and to enhance the integration of the entity
with other housing delivery services and human settlement plans.
The establishment of the EHC was necessitated by the following:
o

o

o

o
o
o

Affordable Housing, specifically rental and social housing delivery and support is institutionally,
managerially and technically complex as demonstrated in the analysis of past performance under
Section 2.
The EHC must act on behalf of the City to ensure that the EHC fulfils its obligations in terms of the
Service Delivery Agreement (SDA) and that the interests of the government are protected in all facets
of the programme;
The size and complexity of the programmes require integrated risk management during the
development phase that involves construction monitoring and implementation phase and post-takeon and letting of qualifying beneficiaries, combining effective client services management and
property management, efficient financial management and administration along with mandatory
monitoring and evaluation;
A single point of accountability was needed for all aspects of the Social Housing Institution, the
Conditional Grants (the historical Restructuring Capital Grants and Institutional Subsidies);
Once a project has been developed, it must be ensured that the asset has been developed through
public funds is adequately managed to preserve the funds invested for use by future generations;
It must be ensured that the agreed performance targets are reached and maintained by the municipalowned entity, EHC;

In order for the EHC to manage, coordinate and oversee the entity, the EHC must discharge the following
main functions:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Management of the EHC as per the guidelines of the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA)
and Municipal Systems Act (MSA);
Enhance integration with the:
o City’s GDS 2055,
o Human Settlements Strategy,
o Ward Priorities,
o City Precinct Plan,
o Mega-Housing projects,
o Social Housing Programme
Management of the Entity’s finances, budgets, guarantees and buildings, including the maintenance
thereof;
Monitoring of compliance with government policies and legislation; and
Establish and operate appropriate information and management systems for client take-on, rent
administration, and reporting;
The EHC must ensure that the project and services are delivered through the expenditure of public
money, in line with the government's broad strategic objectives and specifically reflecting the
government's housing policy. This includes the need for social cohesion, integration with other
housing products, ward priorities, City precinct plans, nodes, and Restructuring zones in the City;
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•
•
•
•

Attracts and retains adequate technical skills for the management of such a specialised entity is
essential;
Attract and retain sufficient specialized skills needed for a social and affordable housing programme
that can be scaled despite the complexity;
Management of the EHC’s liability for maintenance in the portfolio
Liaise and exchange information with three spheres of government, interested and affected parties,
institutions and professional bodies in the RSA and other countries

The City’s MMC for Human Settlements is the Executive Authority of the EHC and the EHC Board is the
Accounting Authority as contemplated in the MFMA. The EHC Board ensures that the responsibilities of the
EHC are performed and the objectives are met, the Board exercises the fiduciary duties and responsibilities
of an Accounting Authority and functions in a transparent and open manner. The Board may do all that is
necessary or expedient to carry out its responsibilities in terms of its King IV compliant Board Charter. The
Board is chaired by a housing specialist and composed of 8 independent and non-executive directors with
relevant human settlements, legal, finance, compliance and stakeholder depth of expertise. Their corporate
and technical induction will be complete by June 2019.
1.2.

LEGISLATIVE MANDATES OF THE EHC

There are several pieces of legislation and regulatory requirements that are relevant to the normal day-today activities of the EHC. The key legislation and regulatory instruments that are identified and relevant to
note are the following:
For social housing, the most important piece of legislation is the Social Housing Act of 2008. In this act, the
roles of all major stakeholders in the social housing sector are described.
Besides the Social Housing Act, there are a number of other pieces of legislation which are important in
relation to social housing. One of them is the Housing Act, which lays down the roles and responsibilities in
the housing sector for all spheres of government. The Housing Code is related to the act and outlines the
national housing policy in a comprehensive way.
Another important piece of legislation is the Rental Housing Act, which regulates, among others the
relationship between tenants and landlords and the role of the Rental Housing Tribunals. With regard to social
housing, the Prevention of Illegal Eviction and Unlawful Occupation of Land (PIE) Act is a very important
piece. It regulates cases of evictions and illegal occupation. It protects the tenants against unlawful evictions
and ensures alternative accommodation where required. The Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA)
and the Municipal Systems Act are relevant to municipalities, especially in relation to the establishment and
relationship with delivery agents for social housing.
In addition to the above, the following pieces of legislation govern the ambit of the mandate of the EHC.
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Relevant Legislation and
Guidelines

SOCIAL HOUSING ACT,
ACT 16 OF 2008:

MUNICIPAL FINANCE
MANAGEMENT ACT NO.
53 OF 2003 (AS AMENDED
BY THE MUNICIPAL
FINANCE MANAGEMENT
AMENDMENT ACT NO. 29
OF 2003):
THE HOUSING ACT NO.
107 OF 1997:

Impact ON EHC

Regulates the Social Housing Market. In the Social Housing
Act, the establishment of the Social Housing Regulatory
Authority (SHRA) has been executed. This authority is
responsible for the disbursement of the social housing capital
grant and the accreditation and monitoring of Social Housing
Institutions (SHIs), among others
To regulate financial management in the local governments;
to ensure that all revenue, expenditure, assets and liabilities
of those governments are managed efficiently and effectively;
to provide for the responsibility of persons entrusted with
financial management in those governments; and provide for
matters connected therewith.

EHC must ensure that its housing development provides as
wide a choice of housing and tenure options as is reasonably
possible and• is economically, fiscally, socially and financially
affordable and sustainable is based on integrated
development planning
•

Is administered in a transparent, accountable and
equitable manner, and upholds the practice of good
governance (Section 2 (1) (c)).

The purpose of the CPA is particularly relevant to the EHC
CONSUMER PROTECTION
and its leases with clients as:
ACT NO. 68 OF 2008
• To promote a fair, accessible and sustainable
(“CPA”)
marketplace for consumer products and services.

COMPANIES ACT NO. 71
OF 2008

•

Establish national norms and standards relating to
consumer protection.

•

Provide for improved standards of consumer information.

•

To prohibit certain unfair marketing and business
practices.

•

To promote responsible consumer behaviour.

The purpose of the Companies Act is:
• To provide for the incorporation, registration,
organisation and management of companies;
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•
•
•

•

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT. 68 OF
1993 (“OHS”)

To define the relationships between companies and
their respective shareholders or members and directors;
To provide appropriate legal redress for investors and
third parties with respect to companies; and
To establish a Companies Tribunal to facilitate
alternative dispute resolution and to review decisions of
the Commission.
The EHC does fall under the Companies Act and it is
appropriate that it observes the principles of good
governance contained in the Act.

This is applicable to each building, project and development
of EHC. In that, EHC is accountable to its tenants, its
insurers and the City.
The purpose of the Act is to ensure:
• Safe and hygienic working conditions
• Regular health and safety checks
• Planning new and effective measures
• In-house/outsourced health and safety training; and
• Immediate implementation of viable, health and safety
suggestions
The Chief Executive Officer (known as the 16.1
appointees in terms of the OHSA) delegates his/her
responsibility in terms of section 16.2 (Assignment A)
of the Act to the EHC Management, who are subject
to the control and directions of the Chief Executive
Officer.

RESTRUCTURING ZONES
(RZ):

Gazetted areas wherein EHC will qualify for accessing
Social Housing Conditional Grants.
These zones are intended to align with Urban
Development Zones (UDZ) where applicable and to
link to planning processes such as the national spatial
development framework, Provincial Growth and
Development
strategies/Provincial
spatial
development plans, and most particularly the City’s
IDP.

1.3.

POLICY AND STRATEGY FRAMEWORKS IMPACTING ON EHC

In addition to the legislative frameworks, there are various policies and frameworks that impact on the
operations of Housing. The functions and operations of the EHC need to be aligned to ensure that the
objectives and proposed outcomes of these frameworks are achieved.
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1.3.1. THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

South Africa has been successful in aligning the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to its National
Development Plan (NDP). South Africa has played a vital role in the context of a number of global and
continental processes that led to the development of the 2030 Agenda and Agenda 2063. The UNDG
Reference Guide of October 2015 describes eight areas for mainstreaming the 2030 Development Agenda
and adapting the SDGs to national contexts. These include tailoring SDGs to national, sub-national and local
contexts. In the context of EHC, the SDG 11 to make “Cities and Human Settlements inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable” are core to its purpose, functional mandate and strategic vision.
Both the new spatial thinking and Breaking New Ground highlight the importance of a disaggregated and
differentiated housing supply, in which alternative tenure options, as well as different delivery mechanisms
such as PPPs through inclusionary housing projects, and the reinvigoration of the People’s Housing Process
are re-emphasized.
1.3.2. THE NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (NDP)
The National Development Plan has a focus on the development of integrated and sustainable human
settlements and to build a strong and efficient spatial planning system, well integrated across the spheres of
government. This requires the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrade all informal settlements on suitable, well-located land by 2030
More people living closer to their places of work
More jobs in or close to dense, urban townships
Reforms to the current planning system for improved coordination
Develop a strategy for densification of cities and resource allocation to promote better-located housing
and settlements

The EHC is a critical step towards this vision, providing high quality, safe, affordable housing that is close to
relevant amenities and decent jobs. The nodal development strategy of the EHC also links to the spatial
development patterns of the City in order to provide affordable that will bring people closer to places of work.
The expansions of the EHC’s portfolio will also have to consider the spatial development patterns to link
human settlements with employment nodes and this is achieved in the next five years planning cycle.

1.3.3. THE NEW GROWTH PATH (NGP)
The Developmental New Growth Path, discusses decent work through meaningful economic transformation
and inclusive growth. It argues that job creation is at the heart of economic success and that there needs to
be a focus on youth employment. The New Growth path:
•

•
•
•

Brings focus on employment creation and seeks to achieve 5 million new. It identifies where
employment creation is possible. It then analyses the policies and institutional developments required
to take advantage of these opportunities
Identifies the area of job drivers – key sectors
Complements IPAP ll
Proposes macro and microeconomic policy intervention to support more equitable and employmentintensive growth
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The New Growth Path places much emphasis on the role of infrastructure development in sustainable growth
in job creation. The EHC's programmes are critical as its infrastructure programmes are implemented and
drive a local supplier spend.
The New Growth Path calls for:
• The slashing of unnecessary red tape and EHC can play a role.
• Investment in skills development in the workplace
• Transfer of skills
1.3.4. AEROTROPOLIS MASTER PLAN
These principals are to build strong neighbourhoods that allow people to realise their full potential through
the community, collaborate for improved governance and to improve density through transit-oriented
development that leverages and complements existing communities.
1.3.5. CITY OF EKURHULENI SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
•
•
•

Promoting economic activity within the core development triangle
Linking disadvantage communities in the core area
Mixed-use, high-density development along corridors and at nodes

1.3.6. CITY OF EKURHULENI DENSIFICATION STRATEGY

The densification strategy seeks to increase densities in the metro in support of a compact city approach. It
is envisaged to increase densities along movement lines, i.e. accessibility, so as to increase the accessibility
of amenities to a broader population and increase contribution towards a cost-effective and a citywide
enablement framework.
1.3.7. CITY OF EKURHULENI HUMAN SETTLEMENTS DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The Human Settlements Strategy is aligned to and contributes to the City’s Strategy as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The need to spatially integrate communities through the best use of the infrastructure and the
coordination and or alignment of transport, economic, social infrastructure and amenities;
The need to create an inclusive and productive city through community participation, access and
improvement in services;
The need to build sustainable communities that contribute to the creative urban development that
promotes consolidation, densification, relocation and mixed land-use developments;
Through the active participation of the citizenry ensure a sustainable environment and utilization of
resources.
To consolidate existing residential and commercial centres, including the nine (9) former ERTs, nine
(9) PDAs and the Mining Belt.
To link people with economic opportunities – developing closer to places of opportunity and areas
with easy access through public transport, social services and amenities.
To support mixed developments that make social and economic connections, Transport Orientated
Development nodes and corridors associated with the IRPTN and rail stations.
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•
•
•
•

•
•

•

To promote the widest possible range of public-private interventions that accelerate housing delivery,
these may include:
Inclusionary housing within private sector driven developments;
Packaging and releasing private sector development opportunities within IRDP and flagship projects
on municipal land;
Prioritizing private sector development opportunities and flagship projects on private land aim of
integration; Coordination of EMM departments that play a role in the delivery and management of
sustainable and integrated human settlements;
Re-capacitating and supporting EMM social housing institutions and attracting additional investment
in the delivery of affordable rental stock.
Proactively managing human settlements - putting measures to control land invasions and
mushrooming of new informal structures, improving service delivery within informal settlements and
promoting effective management of municipal-owned rental properties.
The above indicates that EHC has a key role to play in the delivery of the Human Settlement Strategy
of the City.

Relevant Programmes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated Residential Development Programme – 5-year target of 100,000 units, inclusive of social
and rental housing
Social Housing Programme
Urban Renewal Programme
Promoting economic activity within the core development triangle
Linking disadvantage communities in the core area
Mixed-use, high-density development along corridors and at nodes

1.3.8. CITY OF EKURHULENI GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY (GDS 2055)

On a municipal level, the Ekurhuleni Growth and Development Strategy 2055 (GDS) primarily informs the
MSDF. The GDS provides a framework and point of reference for all the City plans, policies and strategies
in various areas of operation. The GDS is a strategy for all sectors of society and is intended to build a
common vision and purpose between government, the private sector and civil society.
The GDS 2055 identifies five strategic imperatives:
o
o
o
o
o

Re-industrialise: for job creation and economic growth purposes;
Re-urbanise: to achieve sustainable urban integration;
Re-govern: Effective cooperative governance.
Re-mobilise: To achieve social empowerment;
Re-generate: sustainable environmental benefit;

Guided by these imperatives, the new-look Ekurhuleni will employ tactics of densification, infill and
development of strategically located brownfields and green fields to upgrade the city. The spatial
reconfiguration is aimed at bringing about the modernisation of the public service, the economy,
human settlements and urban development, as well as the modernisation of public transport
infrastructure.
The broad development strategies and targets contained in the GDS will be further contextualised in the IDP
and the various sectoral strategies and policies including:
Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019
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•
•
•
•

Prioritization of housing infilling and densification
To enhance sustainability the provision of housing needs to be integrated with engineering and social
services
The need to create a functioning property market through developing mixed-income human
settlements
The need to provide a range of alternative housing typologies and tenure options

1.3.9. CITY OF EKURHULENI IDP (IDP 2016-2021)
The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) represents an overarching plan of the City that articulates the State
of the City as well as long, medium and short term strategies and plans. It is a plan that is derived through
extensive consultation with stakeholders and communities. The EHC Five Year Plan thus seeks to respond
specifically to those matters that fall with the ambit of the Entity mandate.

In a nutshell, what is expressed in the IDP is a reflection that the City of Ekurhuleni is faced with mammoth
urbanization challenges which seeks various strategies to respond to this reality. The EHC will thus contribute
decisively with respect to ensuring that social and rental accommodation in targeted areas is provided in
order to re-urbanise, re-generate the urban and township cores and ultimately provide housing opportunities
to people.
1.4.

CITY OF EKURHULENI SERVICE DELIVERY AGREEMENT (SDA)

The City, EMM as sole shareholder of the EHC signed a Service Delivery Agreement (SDA) with EHC. As a
municipal entity, it is important to locate EHC’s mandate and its strategic goals in the context within which
the parent municipality operates. In terms of the MSA, EMM must meet the constitutional obligation of
ensuring that its residents have proper access to sustainable human settlements. To this end, the municipality
has put together a Sustainable Human Settlements Plan to assist it in the provision of a sound strategic
context to the issue of housing demand and supply.
EHC will be utilized by EMM as a mechanism to perform a municipal service of providing social housing, thus
assisting the EMM in the performance of its functions and powers, as is described and contemplated in terms
of the Systems Act, more in particular section 86 (E) thereof.
The obligations in the SDA are recognized by the Accounting Authority and CEO of the EHC.
1.4.1. EHC CORE BUSINESS (PRODUCTS AND SERVICES)
EHC products are social housing and rental units. They are defined by a pricing model that is extensively
subsidised and includes Social Housing self-contained units that are targeted at households with a monthly
income of R3500 – R15000). EHC’s social housing units are either typically bachelor flats with a bathroom
and kitchen or two- or three-bedroom units with their own kitchen and bathroom. Social housing tenants can
expect to pay between R750 and R4489 per month, excluding utilities.
Market rentals are provided by the private sector for those households earning above R15, 000 per month.
EHC will also provide market rental housing to diversify and cross-subsidies the risk exposure to social and
low-cost housing. This differentiates the product positioning and orientation of the Social Housing Product.
EHC has adopted the SHRA guidelines for location of units as within Government Gazetted Restructuring
Zones.
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Ring-fencing of social housing units: In order to provide easier reporting to SHRA, for the purpose of the
regulations, the social housing units will be ring-fenced and reported on separately from the other products.
The business plan focuses on the social housing units for the purpose of modeling financial requirements
and providing an operational plan.
Services that are offered by EHC includes managing client relationships, regular tenant consultation,
community development programs and tenant communication.
These are more clearly defined with repositioned products in the service delivery plan that is available on
request from EHC management. The EHC service delivery plan has taken into account the SHRA guidelines
for Property Management and Client Services Management.
Property management is defined by EHC within a maintenance strategy, plan and budget; facilities
management; utility management, rent administration and outsourced services for security, cleaning and
gardening maintenance.
Client Services Management is defined by EHC within the framework of tenant focused services that extend
from training and onboarding tenants through to exit interviews.
During 2019/20, the EHC will re-focus its engagement with tenants to include complaints logging and
resolution management and regular communication and consultation with various levels of management
within EHC. During 2019/20 tenant committees will be formalised through properly constituted members with
consistent terms of references. EHC has elected to have committees by buildings as each complex has
unique challenges that extend from maintenance to tenant access challenges.
A community development plan that is centered on an annual plan is introduced in 2019/20. Furthermore,
tenant engagement will be informed by tenant satisfaction and post-occupancy surveys. All tenants that leave
EHC units through natural attrition will be required to participate in exit interviews with tenants. The minutes
of these sessions will be formally documented to inform EHC’s knowledge management and learning ethos.
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SECTION 2: ANALYSIS OF PAST PERFORMANCE
2.1 Analysis of previous term performance
Forward planning requires an in-depth and analytical assessment of past performance (first and second
quarter) highlighting success stories and challenges faced by the municipal-owned entity during the year
under review. As required by the City, EHC provides a brief assessment of its current/recent performance in
terms of the current/recent SDBIP as a basis. This analysis is done in a narrative form with specific emphasis
on, amongst others, the following:
• Notable service delivery achievements:
EHC has successfully managed 988 original stock in 2016/17 and added 144 social and rental housing units
at Clayville. During 2017/18, 112 new units were added at the Delville project.
These units comprise Qualifying Beneficiaries as defined by the Social Housing Act and supporting
regulations.
EHC’s contribution to additional social and rental housing units in early 2018/19 includes the following new
projects that are at an advanced design phase:
o Clayville, that will yield 192 new units in the medium term;
o Vosloorus, that will yield 700 new units in the medium term;
This has enabled EHC to appoint contractors for site establishment in 2019/20.
EHC has fulfilled certain functions of property management with SHRA targeted key performance indicators.
The constraints and challenges are discussed below
A building condition audit was performed in 2017/18 that identified a number of maintenance backlogs and
need to repurpose buildings through refurbishment.
Key financial management highlights;
o Revenue during 2017/18 increased from R28, 2 Million to R35, 3 Million.
o While the revenue billed increased by 25%, rent collections across the portfolio decreased by
2% to 92%. This is slightly below the target ratio of 94% in this SDBIP.
o An amount of R10, 7Million was outstanding which comprised debts in the ordinary course of
business and amounts owing that are longer than 30 days.
o Cash balances are on hand to cover 1, 8 months of operating expenses and the entity will be
dependent on continued support from the Shareholder EHC to ensure sustainability. While the
auditors were satisfied that EHC met the going concern assumption, a shift to financial
sustainability will be a focus of the 5 year planning cycle and the 2019/20 SDBIP.
o EHC successfully maintained and passed the Solvency and Liquidity tests as required by
schedule 4 of the Companies Act, 2008.
Professional services recognition and awards:
o SHRA: EHC has been awarded Conditional Accreditation by SHRA over 2 years:
o Auditor-General/ MFMA: EHC has received an Unqualified Audit Opinion
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Challenges in service delivery that EHC has experienced:
•
During 2017/18 and quarter 1 and 2 of 2018/2019, EHC experienced significant challenges with meeting
planned and unplanned maintenance obligations. A building condition assessment was conducted that
identified a number of long outstanding maintenance concerns. These will continue to be a challenge and
requires significant resources to ensure that safety and minimum quality standards are maintained. EHC
recognises that additional capital expenditure may be required at 2019/20 to ensure that the buildings are
refurbished and in some cases, repurposed.
In many respects, this is a new era for the EHC. 2017/2018 has been largely focused on finalizing the
consolidating between Lethabong, Pharoe Park and Germiston Phase 11 and the merger of the three entities.
The 2019/20 financial year will mark the embedding of the EHC focus to understanding new products,
institutional re-established with a focus on governance and systems to ensure effectiveness and the
management of its baseline and planned ramp-up of stock. The EHC Board Strategic Workshop on March
2019 confirmed this re-direction and focus and stressed the importance of the efficient management of the
current portfolio, along with building a high performing organisation that embraces the highest standard of
corporate governance.
During the prior period, various challenges arose that needed to be addressed in the strategy to ensure that
the repositioning phase is managed successfully and that the objectives of the entity may be realised. These
challenges include operational matters to achieve the financial sustainability of the programmes defined in
the SDA as well as challenges related to the relationship between Clients and Stakeholders. The objectives
and action plans of the EHC need to address these challenges and these are summarized under the SDBIP
and 5-year strategic goals sections.
Major achievements have been realized to date and these achievements provide the necessary platform and
lessons learned to develop a revised strategy for the future. The 2018/19 financial year commenced. The
rental collection remained steady with stable operations and minimal interruptions due to maintenance and
vacancies.
The business experienced two forms of challenges. The first was that posed by exposure to external events,
specifically low rental collection at Pharoe Park. The second was due to maintenance challenges across the
portfolio itself, particularly in buildings such as Pharoe Park that are at least 20 years old. The result was a
series of tenant dissatisfaction and complaints being registered. The interventions to manage these
commenced in the third quarter of 2018/19 and will ramp up in 2019 /20 to ensure that revised service targets
are consistently exceeded in the next financial period.
The Client Services (Tenant Management) aspects of the business will also receive close attention in 2019
/20 and all targets are expected to be met or exceeded.
2.2 Accreditation:
EHC has been awarded Conditional Accreditation from the Social Housing Regulatory Authority (SHRA).
EHC notes that the period of award for Conditional Accreditation is (two) years. On expiry, all efforts will be
to ensure that EHC meets and exceeds all Compliance Conditions.
Within the next five years, EHC will seek Full Accreditation and the activities planned for 2019/20 will require
an engagement with the SHRA to confirm the steps to reach Full Accreditation. The responsiveness and
prioritization of the relationship with SHRA will be a key activity in all four quarters of 2019/20.
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2.3 Client Services Management
Client’s satisfaction was not measured during 2018/19 and a formal, independent researcher will assess
satisfaction levels for maintenance response and interaction, complaints and services in 2019/20. Feedback
is key to ensure that the EHC is reliable, responsive and offers value for money. The team’s reporting
Confirms that maintenance services and response to complaints require attention, additional capacity and
development of staff skills.
As often happens in complex entities of this nature with multiple stakeholders and funders, a fairly large
number of contractual issues have yet to be finalized between the City and EHC and SHRA and the EHC
and respective contractors or service providers.
The strategy of the EHC over the past five years has been on the stock transfer and development of units
targeting 7600 units by 2021. During this period, the implementation of the former strategy was stunted by
due diligence processes that spoke to the complexity of implementing the prior targets. The timeframes and
the delivery schedules were closely monitored by the City. These targets are now fundamentally reviewed
and represent a shift for the entity to formal baseline and practical ramp-up numbers that represent a marginal
contribution to the bottom line.
2.4 Social Housing Concentration Risk
In the coming five years, the focus will be on new product diversification, revenue enhancement and new
revenue streams, defining and optimizing operations and ramping up the maintenance of the EHC delivery
programme. The EHC Board will be required to play a different role in overseeing this phase, providing
direction and oversight in ensuring that the EHC operates in a sustainable manner with a clear commitment
to governance and overarching City’s economic imperatives. Again, the strategy will be guided by the Board.
2.4 Legal complexity
As often happens in complex entities of this nature with multiple stakeholders and funders, a fairly large
number of contractual issues have yet to be finalized between the City and EHC and SHRA and the EHC
and respective contractors or service providers.
In the last financial year, EHC attained an unqualified audit opinion.
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Service

Past
term Current backlog
Estimated cost to deal
performance
with the backlog
(2017/18)
Property Development: Baseline
2017/18: 500,000 units (Per 2015 R70 billion.
Social Housing units
988
Demacon Study)
In 2019/20 EHC will
Additions: 270 units
develop
a
financial
New
Baseline
model to understand the
2019/20: 1268
total cost to meet the
demand for social and
rental housing
Property Development: New Delivery Target
20,000
(Per
SOCA TBA
FLISP
Address)
Property Development: New Delivery Target
5,000
(Per
SOCA TBA
CRUs
Address)
Property Management: New Delivery Target
Aged Buildings that TBA
Maintenance - planned
require re-purposing or
complete refurbishment.
New
rental
stock 256
3100 units
R1, 240, 000, 000.00
development 2018/23
Excl VAT (R400 000 X
3100 units)
Property Management: New Delivery Target
Revised
budgeting Revised
budgeting
Maintenance - unplanned
model needed
model needed
Client Services
New Delivery Target
Vacancies of 8%.
Training
&
Management - Waiting
Development of staff
list Management
Attracting & Retaining
skills
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SECTION 3: EHC STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS
3.1.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

3.1.1. STRATEGIC PLANNING FRAMEWORK
The City of Ekurhuleni, the Service Delivery Agreement and the MFMA set out the primary requirements in
the EHC strategic plan, to which this document complies. The process required from the City for its municipalowned entities is available from the Corporate Services Manager. The City of Ekurhuleni has adopted this
framework for its Municipal Owned Entities and accordingly has endorsed the EHC template. Annexure 1
sets out the specific details of the MFMA requirements and cross-references the sections and pages in the
Strategic Plan where those specific requirements can be found. In addition, National Treasury has published
a "Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans" which includes the imperative to "align
strategic and annual performance planning with an emphasis on the outcomes-oriented monitoring and
evaluation approach led by the Presidency." It has been prepared to give effect to existing policy and legal
requirements such as the Constitution, PFMA, MFMA and the Government-wide Monitoring and Evaluation
System.
The National Treasury Framework for Strategic Plans outlines key concepts to guide institutions when
developing Strategic Plans. The Framework demonstrates that medium-term Strategic Plans can play
constructive roles in clarifying the relationship between broader policies and programmes, and departmental
or institutional budgets. The EHC strategic plan is also aligned with the National Treasury Framework. In
addition, the SHRA Business Plan assessment template has been complied with to ensure compliance for
Accreditation Purposes.
Circular 13 of National Treasury indicates that the Departmental SDBIP must include amongst others the
following:
•
•

•

The purpose of the Entity (Outcomes): Where the Entity defines the service they provide and indicate
its alignment to the GDS 2055 and Mayoral Priorities;
Service Delivery Description (Outputs): Where measurable performance objectives and quarterly
projections of service delivery targets and indicators are described. This must also include capital
projects to be implemented per ward; and
Resources to be utilized (Inputs), (the required budget and human resources as well as the revenue
projections).

As its name implies, the EHC SDBIP is primarily concerned with the business aspects of conducting
operations. The principal objective of the EHC SDBIP is to carefully lay out the sequence of actions that will
guide, business operations of the Entity over a financial year. The SDBIP is an annual plan of the Entity
geared towards achieving the objectives of the municipality's five year IDP. The Entity SDBIP is, therefore, a
full analysis of the business of the Entity and goes beyond just a matrix of indicators.
To accomplish this goal, EHC commenced a strategic review process in March 2019 to thoroughly
understand all the issues, challenges, limitations, and capabilities affecting their business. This period of selfexamination is a necessary and beneficial prelude to creating a coherent and comprehensive EHC SDBIP.
This review is not a one-time event, the Entity SDBIP will continue to evolve as the EHC matures and
develops new products or services.
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3.1.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
In March 2019, the EHC embarked on the process of developing its Strategic Framework for the period to
2019/20 to 2021/2024 in light of the successes, shortcomings and challenges experienced in the delivery of
its planned performance targets for 2018/19, and shifts in the planning and human settlements environment
which have impact on its planning and delivery framework.
The process culminated in the review of the prior period Strategic Plan and development of the SDBIP for
2019/20. It is noted however that the review of the Strategic Plan has significantly altered the strategic intent
or focus of the EHC and has re-focused, re-prioritised and in some cases brought about a more targeted
focus on critical issues of concern to the political mandate of the City.
In addition, the strategic planning process and resultant revised Strategic Plan and Performance environment
have considered and aligned with the outcomes-based approach adopted by national and provincial
government and the City’s priorities Herein again, the outcomes focus does require a complete re-write of
the Strategic Plan of the EHC, and a further re-alignment of the goals, objectives, indicators and targets
determined in prior periods.
The process has required that the goals, objectives and indicators be critically examined, to ensure that they
are measurable, achievable, time-bound and realistic – in accordance with “SMART” principles. In some
cases, this has meant that the data has been re-written, to the extent that it constitutes a “new” era or strategic
direction.
The extensive focus was also placed on the consistency, integrity and accuracy of data provided and the
quality of Outcomes, Indicators and Targets put forward by the EHC Programmes and Business Units through
the process.
The strategic planning process has unfolded as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

November 2018 – Appointment of Chairperson and new Board Members for a term of 3 years;
December 2019 – Preparatory work of the EHC Management Team (Manco);
January 2019 Workshop with the EHC Management Team (Manco) to determine what stays, stops
and is added;
January 2019 – Board engagement with the culture and climate survey undertaken by the Corporate
Services Manager
February 2019 – Management Team defined terms of references for the scope of the revised 5 Year
Strategic Plan
18 & 19 March 2019 – Workshop with EHC Board & Manco to review the current 5-year plan, reenvision the mandate, vision and mission of the EHC;
29 March 2019 – Development of Draft Strategic Framework;
April 2019 – Board consideration of the Draft revised strategic plan and SDBIP 2018/19 for submission
to executive authority by 30 April 2019; and
Ongoing process to 30 April 2019 – Finalise 5 Year Strategic Plan and SDBIP.
31 May 2019- Board Approval of the 5 Year Strategic Plan for submission and ultimate approval by
the City of Ekurhuleni.

3.1.3. DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS – PROCESS ISSUES
With respect to the process, we are attempted by all measures to ensure that the process has expert input
(Facilitator and Writer) and we ensured that there is maximum involvement by the Board and Management
(Strategic Planning Session and other internal sessions)
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3.1.4. DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS – CONTENT ISSUES
We moved from the premised that the content must be informed by the context (political, social, economic,
environmental and organizational) and as well as the strategic vision we have for the EHC as both the
Board and Management
3.2.

VISION, MISSION AND VALUES OF THE EHC

3.2.1. OUR VISION
To be a creative social and rental housing agency of choice for the City of Ekurhuleni
3.2.2. OUR MISSION
To be a dependable and accountable delivery partner for the City of Ekurhuleni’ for urban housing solutions
3.2.3. OUR VALUES
EHC has six (6) core values that form the essence of the organization’s culture. The values are:• Transparency
• Accountability
• Responsive
• Fair
• Empathy
• Unity
3.2.4. THE STRATEGIC GOALS OF THE EHC
The strategic goals of the EHC are derived from a response to the City’s outcomes, an analysis of the
environment, the key challenges and the strategic issues that the Entity should address, and are aligned to
both national and provincial strategic priorities, and the CoE GDSS 2055 and Human Settlements Strategic
Plan.
The Strategic Goals seeks to respond to the Service Delivery Agreement, which essentially encapsulates the
rationale for the existence of the EHC. The Strategic Objectives to be reflected here seeks on areas that the
Board in term of Office seeks to focus on. These strategic objectives in the final analysis seek position the
EHC as a high performing organisation driven by customer service and offering quality living environments.
The Board also seeks to ensure that the Entity forge strategic partnerships with a range of stakeholders to
enhance its capability. Accordingly, the following constitutes the key organisational strategic objectives:
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3.2.5. 5 YEAR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
1. To achieve a high level of tenants satisfaction and responsive customer service
2. To maintain quality and safe living environments for all the inhabitants in the EHC owned and
managed stock;
3. To ensure portfolio expansion and growth;
4. To enhance legislative compliance and improved financial sustainability;
5. To build an accountable and high performance driven organisation

3.2.6. THE LONG-TERM HORIZON
Current indications are that the EHC will be successful in achieving its Strategic Objectives as determined
by the articulation and implementation of the 2019/20 SDBIP. One of the intentions, when the EHC was
established, was to provide affordable housing solutions to low to middle-income households and to redress
the social imbalances created by the apartheid forced segregation and marginalized model. Social Housing,
was the primary mandate as a National Government priority and currently a unique opportunity to utilise the
lessons learned in developing the EHC to roll out supporting, migratory and appropriate affordable housing
products into the City of Ekurhuleni.
In order to conceptualise the role of the EHC in the implementation of the GDS 2055 and CoE Human
Settlements Strategy various opportunities have been identified. Proper feasibility studies on the individual
products are necessary before final approval can be obtained from the Board the products, and MFMA and
National Treasury requirements in respect of tenders/appointments, have to be followed. Over the next five
year horizon, these products are recommended to be prioritized and a process initiated in 2019/20 to
investigate the feasibility of the affordable housing products.
The Service Delivery Agreement review process will provide procedures for revenue enhancement and new
product development for the EHC into the longer term.
The potential projects that have been identified and should be investigated further, include:
• Expanding the EHC footprint
• Extend development to participate more in the approved Precinct Plans and Urban
Development Nodes;
• Ward Prioritisation to be included in the
• Community Residential Units;
• Transitional Housing;
• Student Accommodation;
• Gap Housing; and
• FLISP market
• Property & Facilities Management for the City of Ekurhuleni
The 2019/20 period will require comprehensive business case development to ensure that there is a marginal
contribution of the above products to EHC’s bottom line and financial sustainability and financial
independence from the City.
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Consideration should also be given to the role and function of the EHC in the long term. The ramp-up of
technical skills to enhance EHC’s service delivery to the City over the medium to longer term is prioritized in
the 2019/20 plan.

3.3

ENTITY 5 YEAR PLAN (2016-2021) [IDP SCORE CARD]

This section outlines the Key Performance Areas (KPAs) of the entity for the current term of the IDP (20162021) and the Entity's revised 5-year Business Plan 201920- 2023/24. EHC confirms that the Key
Performance Areas of the Entity are aligned with the Growth and Development Strategy (GDS 2055). It further
reflects how the entity contributes to the GDS in respect to the Outcomes, programmes and sub-programmes.
Furthermore, the KPAs must indicate that they address the Mayoral Priorities for the term. Key Performance
Indicators are developed for the KPAs together with the 5-year measurable targets. Furthermore, the MFMA
requires an explanation of how the Entity SDBIP relates to the Integrated Development Plan (IDP) and Metrowide Service Delivery Budget Implementation Plan. The table below must be populated with the information
as discussed above:
3.4 The 80/20 principle has been applied whereby 80% represents business as usual and 20%
represents the strategic interventions for the term
BUSINESS AS USUAL

KEY STRATEGIC INTERVENTION
INTERVENTIONS
Customer Service: Build community and
Financial Sustainability: Identify new funding
trust by providing a professional, responsive
sources to support strategic objectives by invest
and dependable property management
in systems for long term financial sustainability
services

Property Management: Maintain quality,
decent, safe accommodation to instil a
sense of pride and ownership for residents

Shareholder
&
Funder
Alignment:
Meaningfully impact affordable housing supply
by supporting the City’s Affordable Housing
Strategy and meeting the mandate of the Social
Housing Regulatory Authority.

Social Cohesion: Provide a mix of
solutions to meet market demand. To build
communities

Accountability: Build a culture of performance
and learning

Capacity: Have structures and resources in
place to provide service delivery targets
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Function
al Area

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

5-Year Target

Property
Development

•
•

•

197 units
Germiston
handover
144 units at
Airport Park
hand-over
1 New Project
identified
Diversification
Strategy
concluded
Planned
Maintenance
Budget

•

1 New Project
identified
1 New Project
Funded
350 units at
Vosloorus
Handover

•

420 units at
Vosloorus
Handover
1 New Project
identified
1 New Project
Funded

•

452 units at
Clayville
1 New Project
identified
1 New Project
Funded

•

•

Funded
Maintenance
Budget

•

Unplanned
Maintenance
Budget

•

•

Maintenance reserves
held in cash

341 units
tenanted with
Qualifying
Beneficiaries
Annual
Community
Program
Annual Tenant
Satisfaction
survey
98%
Occupancy
levels
70% of
Complaints
resolved within
30 days of
being logged

•

•

341 units
tenanted with
Qualifying
Beneficiaries
Annual
Community
Program
Annual Tenant
Satisfaction
survey
98% Occupancy
levels
70% of
Complaints
resolved within
30 days of being
logged

•

•

1563 new units
tenanted with
Qualifying
Beneficiaries
Community Annual
Program
Annual Tenant income
Audit
Annual Tenant
Satisfaction survey
Exit Interviews

•

95% rent
collection rate

•

341 units
tenanted with
Qualifying
Beneficiaries
Annual
Community
Program
Annual Tenant
Satisfaction
survey
98%
Occupancy
levels
70% of
Complaints
resolved
within 30 days
of being
logged
95% rent
collection rate

20 year
planned and
unplanned
maintenance
budget
341 units
tenanted with
Qualifying
Beneficiaries
Annual
Community
Program
Annual Tenant
Satisfaction
survey
98%
Occupancy
levels
70% of
Complaints
resolved within
30 days of
being logged

•

Financial
Sustainability
Plan Modelled

•

95% rent
collection rate
Implemented
Financial
Sustainability
Plan
Annual review
of control
environment

•

•

95% rent
collection rate
Annual review of
control
environment

Full
Accreditation
SHRA
Compliance
Conditions met

•

Alignment and
adoption of
King IV
Regulations
and Legal
Compliance
Report
Combined
Assurance
Model adopted

•

Contractor appointment
Clayville Site
establishment

•

•
•

Property
Management

•

Review of Building
Condition Assessment

•

5 Tenant Committees
Established
Annual Community
Program
Annual Tenant
Satisfaction survey
98% Occupancy levels
70% of Complaints
resolved within 30 days
of being logged

•

•

Client
Services
management

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Finance

•
•

94% rent collection rate
Internal Control
Environment
established

•
•

Conditional
Accreditation
SHRA Compliance
Conditions met

•

•

Governance
and
Administratio
n

•
•
•

Alignment and adoption
of King IV
Regulations and Legal
Compliance Report
Combined Assurance
Model adopted

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Accreditation

•

•

•

•

Annual review
of control
environment
SHRA
Reapplication
for
Accreditation
SHRA
Compliance
Conditions met
Alignment and
adoption of
King IV
Regulations
and Legal
Compliance
Report
Combined
Assurance
Model adopted

•

•
•

•

•

•
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2 additional
sources of
funding
identified
Annual review
of control
environment
Full
Accreditation
SHRA
Compliance
Conditions
met
Alignment and
adoption of
King IV
Regulations
and Legal
Compliance
Report
Combined
Assurance
Model
adopted

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Full Accreditation
SHRA
Compliance
Conditions met

•

Alignment and
adoption of King
IV
Regulations and
Legal
Compliance
Report
Combined
Assurance
Model adopted

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

1563 new units
handed over
Diversification of
products away from
Social Housing

Financially
Sustainable EHC that
is not dependent on
resources solely from
the City
Annual review of
control environment

Full Accreditation
Achieved
SHRA Compliance
Conditions met

Alignment and
adoption of King IV
Regulations and Legal
Compliance Report
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SECTION 4: EHC SDBIP 2019/20
The major focus of this section is translated the five-year strategic objectives into annual targets which must
have quarterly targets as well. The section is thus segmented into three components being, the Metro-Wide
Targets, the EHC Departmental Targets which would all be for reporting to the City. Accordingly, the structure
of this is in accordance with the City prescribed template.
The EHC internally also provides for an EHC 2019/20 Operational Plan, which would be mainly a subject of
the Board and Management on in-house issues which require critical and focused attention by both the Board
and Management.
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ANNUAL PLANS FOR ENTITY’S CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS STRATEGIC PRIORITIES (METRO WIDE SDBIP)
Department

Outcome

Ref
No.

Performance
Indicator
(Output level
only)

Baseline
(Annual
Performance
of 2018/19
estimated)

Annual
target
for
2019/20

Target for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter

Resources Allocated for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter

Q1
Planned
Target

Q2
Planned
Target

Q3
Planned
Target

Q4
Planned
Target

Q1
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q2
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q3
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q4
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Total
Budget
allocated

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 = (7+8
+ 9 + 10)

95%

-

-

-

-

Opex

-

-

-

-

Opex

EHC

To ensure
financial
management

1A

Revenue
collected as a
percentage of
amount billed.

94%

95%

95%

95%

95%

EHC

To enhance
the internal
controls

2A

Audit opinion

Unqualified
audit opinion

Unqualif
ied
audit
opinion

-

-

Unqualif
ied
audit
opinion

Indicator Definition

Portfolio of
Evidence

The indicator measures
the percentage of
revenue collected as a
percentage of amount
billed. This excludes
amounts that were
written-off and amounts
owed by tenants who no
longer occupy units.
The indicator measures
the Audit opinion as
issued by the Auditor
General of South Africa.

Solar system
reports and
Finance
quarterly
reports signed
off by the
CFO of EHC.

Auditor
General’s
Report

ANNUAL PLANS FOR ENTITY’S CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS STRATEGIC PRIORITIES: DEPARTMENTAL SDBIP
Department

Outcome

Ref
No.

Performance
Indicator
(Output level
only)

Baseline
(Annual
Performanc
e of 2018/19
estimated)

Annual
target
for
2019/20

Target for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Planned Planned Planned Planned
Target
Target
Target
Target

1

2

3

4

5

6

Resources Allocated for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Planned
Planned
Planned
Planned
Budget as
Budget as
Budget as
Budget as
Table SA
Table SA
Table SA
Table SA
25, 29 and 25, 29 and 25, 29 and 25, 29 and
30
30
30
30
7
8
9
10

EHC

To maintain
quality and
safe living
environment
s for all the
inhabitants

1B

Number of tenant
committees
established

New
indicator

5

-

-

5

-

-

-

-

-

11 = (7+8
+ 9 + 10)
Opex

EHC

To maintain
quality and
safe living
environment
s for all the
inhabitants
To maintain
quality and
safe living
environment
s for all the
inhabitants

2B

Number of
quarterly
newsletters
produced

New
indicator

4

1

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

Opex

3B

Percentage of
vacant units in
complexes

5%

≤ 2%

≤ 2%

≤ 2%

≤ 2%

≤ 2%

-

-

-

-

Opex

EHC

Indicator Definition

Portfolio of
Evidence

The indicator
measures the
number of new
tenant committees
established for each
building or
development with
Tenant Committee
Terms of Reference
or Constitution.
The indicator
measures the
number of quarterly
newsletters
produced.

Appointment
letters signed by
tenant committee
members and
tenant committee
minutes

The indicator
measures the
percentage of
vacant units in
rental complexes.
The actual
performance must
be either less or
equal to the target
reflected to record
an achievement

Rent rolls and
invoices

Total
Budget
allocated

Copies of
newsletters

EHC

To maintain
quality and
safe living
environment
s for all the
inhabitants

4B

Percentage
maintenance
conducted
against planned
activities

New
indicator

100%

-

20%

50%

100%

R 380 000

R 300 000

R 400 000

0

R 1 080
000

EHC

To maintain
quality and
safe living
environment
s for all the
inhabitants

5B

Percentage of
customer
maintenance
complaints
resolved within 30
days

70%

≥ 80%

≥ 80%

≥ 80%

≥ 80%

≥ 80%

-

-

-

-

Opex

EHC

To ensure
portfolio
expansion
and growth

6B

Number of social
housing projects
approved by the
Board

New
Indicator

2

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

Opex

EHC

To enhance
the internal
controls

8B

Number of repeat
audit findings

New
indicator

≤2

-

-

≤2

-

-

-

-

Opex

EHC

To ensure
financial
management

9B

Percentage
Capex
expenditure

New
indicator
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≥94%

-

≥4%

≥28%

≥54%

≥94%

-

-

-

-

2

Opex

The indicator
measures the
percentage of
planned
maintenance
conducted against
planned activities.
This indicator is
cumulative.
The indicator
measures the
percentage of
customer
maintenance
complaints resolved
within 30 days. The
actual performance
must be either
greater or equal to
the target reflected
to record an
achievement.
The indicator
measures the
number of social
housing projects
approved by the
Board for 5 a year
term.

Solar system
reports, work
completion report
and approved
maintenance plan

The indicator
measures the
number of findings
identified as repeat
findings by the
Auditor-General.
“Repeat” findings
refer to those
findings, which have
persisted from one
year of reporting to
the next.
The indicator
measures the total
capital expenditure
on capital projects.

Quarterly OPCA
reports

Complaints
register/report

Feasibility study
with approved
funding

AG Management
letter

Dated and signed
expenditure report

EHC: OPERATIONAL PLAN
The EHC Operational Plan will be not for reporting to the City but seeks to focus on critical issues as identified by the Board and Management in the achievement of the
organisational priorities.

Department

Property
Management

Outcome

To
achieve a
high level
of tenant
satisfactio
n and
responsiv
e
customer
service

Ref
No.

1C

2C

3C

Performanc
e Indicator
(Output
level only)

Baseline
(Annual
Performance
of 2018/19
estimated)

Annual
target
for
2019/20

Target for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter

Resources Allocated for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter

Q1
Planned
Target

Q2
Planned
Target

Q3
Planned
Target

Q4
Planned
Target

Q1
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q2
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q3
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q4
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Total
Budget
allocated

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 = (7+8
+ 9 + 10)

Conducting a
Tenant
Satisfaction
Survey

New Indicator

Appoint
ment of
Service
Provider

Conduct
ing
survey

Conduct
ing
survey

Report
Finalise
d

Conduct
Tenant
Income audit

New Indicator

Annual
tenant
satisfact
ion
survey
conduct
ed
100% of
tenant
income
audited

Appoint
ment of
Service
Provider

Conduct
ing of
Audit

Conduct
ing of
Audit

Report
Finalise
d

Development
of a
Community
Participation
Annual
Program

New indicator

Commu
nity
Develop
ment
Annual
Progra
m

Commu
nity
Develop
ment
Framew
ork
Develop
ment

Tenants
Engage
ment

Tenants
Engage
ment

-Annual
Progra
mme
Finalise
d
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

Definition of the
Indicator

Portfolio of Evidence

NASHO and / or
SHRA approved
tenant survey

CEO Exco signed off
Tenant Satisfaction
Survey Report

A confirmation that
tenants that are
occupying units are
Qualifying
Beneficiaries, as
defined

EHC tenant Income
Audit Report

Annual Programme of
Community
Development

Department

Corporate
Service

Property
Management

Outcome

To build
an
accountab
le and
high
performan
ce driven
organisati
on

Ref
No.

Performanc
e Indicator
(Output
level only)

4C

% Staff with
performance
contracts
and
evaluations

5C

Policies
developed
and
reviewed

6C

Vacancy rate
of EHC
funded
vacant posts

7C

Development
of OHS
policy

Baseline
(Annual
Performance
of 2018/19
estimated)

Annual
target
for
2019/20

Target for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter

Resources Allocated for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter

Q1
Planned
Target

Q2
Planned
Target

Q3
Planned
Target

Q4
Planned
Target

Q1
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q2
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q3
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q4
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Total
Budget
allocated

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 = (7+8
+ 9 + 10)

100% of
perform
ance
agreem
ent and
evaluati
ons
conclud
ed
Annual
Review
ed
Policy
manual
Vacanc
y rate of
5%

100%
Perform
ance
agreem
ents
signed

OHS
Complia
nce

New Indicator
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Midyear
perform
ance
evaluati
ons

Definition of the
Indicator

Portfolio of Evidence

Performance
agreements and
evaluations of
Senior Managers &
Executives

Signed Performance
agreements and
evaluations

Draft
Policy
Manual

Board
approve
d Policy
manual

100%
Policy
Training

Policies developed
and reviewed

Board Approved Policy
Manual

Vacanc
y rate of
5%

Vacanc
y rate of
5%

Vacanc
y rate of
5%

Vacanc
y rate of
5%

Quarterly HR report

Draft
Policy

Approve
d Policy
&
Implem
entation
Plan

Percentage of
funded vacant posts
filled. Formula is
the number of
funded vacancies
divided by the
number of funded
positions multiplied
by 100
Compliance with
OSH Act

Annual
inspecti
ons of
fire
extingui
shers &
hydrant
s

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4

N/A

Approved OHS policy &
Implementation plan

Department

Corporate
Service

CorpSM

CEOs office

Outcome

To build
an
accountab
le and
high
performan
ce driven
organisati
on

Ref
No.

Performanc
e Indicator
(Output
level only)

Baseline
(Annual
Performance
of 2018/19
estimated)

Annual
target
for
2019/20

Target for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter

Resources Allocated for 2019/20 SDBIP per Quarter

Q1
Planned
Target

Q2
Planned
Target

Q3
Planned
Target

Q4
Planned
Target

Q1
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q2
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q3
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Q4
Planned
Budget as
Table SA
25, 29 and
30

Total
Budget
allocated

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 = (7+8
+ 9 + 10)

Definition of the
Indicator

Portfolio of Evidence

8C

Develop and
implement
Skills
Development
Plan

New indicator

100%
implem
entation
of the
Annual
Skills
Develop
ment
Plan

Approve
d
Annual
Skills
Develop
ment
Plan

25% of
Annual
Skills
Develop
ment
Plan
implem
ented

25% of
Annual
Skills
Develop
ment
Plan
implem
ented

25% of
Annual
Skills
Develop
ment
Plan
implem
ented

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Skills Development
Plan detailing
targeted staff and
targeted training
courses for 2019/20

Annual Skills
Development Plan and
Quarterly Status reports

9C

%
completion
and
compliance
with IT
business
continuity
plan

New indicator

50%
completi
on and
complia
nce to
IT
Busines
s
continuit
y plan

Approve
d IT
Busines
s
continuit
y plan

10%
Complia
nce to
IT
Busines
s
Continui
ty Plan

20%
Complia
nce to
IT
Busines
s
Continui
ty Plan

20%
Complia
nce to
IT
Busines
s
Continui
ty Plan

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Approved IT
Business Continuity
plan

Approved IT business
Continuity Plan &
quarterly status report

10C

Organisation
al review

Review of
organisation

Report

11C

Quarterly
assessment
of risk.

Manco developed
risk register

Copies of risk registers

New indicator
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4 CEO
signed
off risk
register
s

Organis
ational
review
complet
ed
1
quarterl
y risk
register
with risk
mitigatin
g
actions

1
quarterl
y risk
register
with risk
mitigatin
g
actions

1
quarterl
y risk
register
with risk
mitigatin
g
actions

1
quarterl
y risk
register
with risk
mitigatin
g
actions

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5

N/A

SECTION 5: ENTITY CAPITAL PROJECTS
5.1 ENTITY CAPITAL PROJECTS
The Ekurhuleni Housing Company

This section seeks to identify all the proposed Capital project which must be aligned with score cards as
indicated above. EHC is required to list projects as prioritised by the City Planning department as is following
prioritisation process. (All proposed projects must be listed since projects list will not be finalised during this
first submission). A consolidated capital allocation or the most important projects to be implemented in
2019/2020 must be indicated here. The full list of capital projects must be attached as an Annexure with the
document.

TABLE 4: ENTITY CAPITAL PROJECTS 2019/2020 FINANCIAL YEAR
Alignment to
Strategic Priorities

Project
Information

Five years/Annual
targets and
baseline

Quarterly Targets 2019/2020

GDS
The
me

DSD
BIP
Key
Perfo
rman
ce
Indic
ator

Prior
ity
bein
g
addr
esse
d
(e.g.
Mayo
ral
etc.)

Proj
ect
Na
me

Proj
ect
Desc
ripti
on

Proj
ect
Obje
ctiv
es

5yea
r
tar
get
(20
16202
1)

Annu
al
Targ
et
(2019
/20)

Basel
ine

Quar
ter 1

Quar
ter 2

Quar
ter 3

Quar
ter 4

Targ
et
19/20

HUMA

SOCIA

HUMA

CLA

452

PROF

CON

CON

APPOI

APPOI

CONT

L

N

YVIL

SOCI

452
SO

CONT

N

452
SOCI

RACT

ESSIO

CLUSI

CLUSI

NTME

NTME

RACT

SETT

HOUSI

SETTL

LE

AL

AL

CIA

OR

NAL

ON

ON

NT OF

NT OF

OR

LEME

NG

EMEN

SOCI

HOUS

HOU

L

APPOI

SERVI

OF

OF

CONT

CONT

APPOI

TS

AL

ING

SING

HO

NTME

CE

PROJ

PROJ

RACT

RACT

NTME

PRO

UNITS

UNIT

USI

NT

PROVI

ECTS

ECTS

OR

OR

NT

S

NG

DERS

DESI

DESI

UNI

APPOI

GNS

GN

TS

NTED

NTS

JEC
T

Tot
al
Bu
dg
et
R’
00
0

R3
0M

Further to the above the Entity works in close collaboration with the Department of Human Settlements on Projects
being implemented by the City but with budget residing with the City. The below table reflects on those projects that
are residing with the City with an interface with the work of the Entity.

City Capital Projects Impacting on the EHC 2019/20

Programme/Project

2019/20
Approved
Budget

Impact on EHC

Germiston Urban Renewal: Public
Space Upgrading
Refurbishment of Rental Property
Esselen Park: Mega Project

R54m

Leeuwpoort Development

R165m

Tembisa Ext 25: Mega Project

R30m

Daggafontein Mega Project

R50m

John Dube Mega Project

R40m

Airport Park

R36,5m

Voslooorus Ext 9

R75,5m

Clayville Ext 45 Social Housing
Brakpan Old Location Mega
Project

R30,5m
R80m

Improved conditions to and incentives to invest in
Germiston for Social Housing
City Managed Stock including Hostels
Bulk and Link Services for Social Housing Earmarked
Land
Bulk and Link Services for Social Housing Earmarked
Land
Bulk and Link Services for Social Housing Earmarked
Land
Bulk and Link Services for Social Housing Earmarked
Land
Bulk and Link Services for Social Housing Earmarked
Land
Services for the Social Housing Project to allow EHC
to obtain SHRA Funding
Services for the Social Housing Project to allow
EHC to obtain SHRA Funding
Equity Funding for the SHRA Funded Project
Bulk and Link Services for Social Housing Earmarked
Land

R40m
R107m
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SECTION 6: IDP WARD PRIORITIES
The EHC Social Housing Programmes are defined by the SHRA Gazetted Restructuring Zones and as such
the programmes cuts across all the Wards but have a City-Wide impact. As such the programmes are not
designed to respond to specific ward challenges but to the overall City priorities.

SECTION 7: FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
7.1 SUMMARY OF DEPARTMENT’S MTREF
The Honourable Mayor, Mr. Mzwandile Masina has stated:
“The City's provision of dignified housing is greatly dependent on the resources that it is able to access. We
are committed to sourcing the much-needed funds to ensure that we double our efforts in the roll-out of
human settlements that reflect the kind of City we are striving to build – one that is anchored on a better and
dignified life for all.”
Driven by this purpose, the EHC budget has adopted the following key strategic financial considerations for
this period to include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The commercialization of the City’s Guarantee to ensure practical support.
The budget set out in the table above is premised on the Conditional Grants from the City.
The City is leading this initiative but its outcome does impact on the budget and therefore the
achievement of the EHC’s strategic objectives.
The revenue collection is set out over the MTEF period based on current estimates of collection and
occupancy with annual rent increases prescribed in the policy and lease agreements. These
assumptions may change.
The reduction in EHC operating costs reflects the required cost-cutting as specified by the National
Treasuries cost containment recommendations and guidelines for implementation by EHC
The commercial support costs are premised on the conclusion of all disputes by March 2020. This
assumption may change.
The capital expenditure budget is matched to the SDBIP / Annual Performance Plan. To the extent
that any budget cuts are made from the MTEF allocation via the City, it is this part of the budget that
will be affected given that grants are contractual in nature.
EHC operational expenditure, consisting primarily of payroll costs, facilities and administration costs
is expected to comprise 60% of budget;
The proposed spend on client services management and community development, property
management is set out in more detail in the Annual Performance Plan and is premised on the good
financial strategy that the spend must be focused on the support and dignity of EHC's clients and to
ensure a sustainable brand and business.

This section of the business plan provides a summary of the budget of the Entity. The information captured
below provides an approximate indication of cost shifts within the Entity. The Entity has ensured that the table
is populated, the percentage increase refers to the changes in allocation/planned budget per item outlined
below.
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TABLE 7: BUDGET SUMMARY (OPEX)
Budget items

2018/19
budget

Operating Capex

8,549,000

General Opex

132,164,85
3
23,248,811

Salaries and Wages

2019/20
proposed
budget
40,007,970

% Change
from
2018/19

2020/21
proposed
budget
47,450,048

%Change
from 19/20

2021/22
proposed
budget
1,537,021

Change
from 20/21

21%

29,726,485

6%

31,510,074

6%

71,765,313
28,043,854

Totals

NB: 1. Operating Capex relates to the planned procurement of any capital items other than the service
delivery capex. This includes among other furniture, computer equipment and others.
NB: 2. General Opex is all other expenditure planned to be incurred by the Entity to enable it functioning.

7.2 RESOURCES PLANNING AND FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
In this section, the current Human Capital expenditure patterns are indicated. This includes the: total staff
expenditure, professional services (consultancy services) and a ratio of staff to operating expenditure. The
intention of the section is to demonstrate that the Entity has budgeted within its allocation for both the salaries
and for the appointment of service providers to be able to deliver on the planned tasks for 2017/18.
TABLE 8: STAFF VS. CONTRACTED SERVICES EXPENDITURE
TOTAL STAFF EXPENDITURE
Current F/Y
(2018/19)
SALARIES AND
WAGES
Service Providers

TOTALS

Required
Budget F/Y
(2019/20)
28,043,854

Projected
Percentage
Growth/Decrease
21% Growth

19,7333,111
(adjusted)

14,820,022

25% decrease

42,982,149

42,863,876

-0,3%

23,248,811
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SECTION 8: HUMAN RESOURCE ANALYSIS
This section provides a summary of the budget (Opex) as well as the human resources requirements of the
Entity. In this section, the current Human Capital expenditure patterns are indicated. This includes the: total
staff expenditure, professional services (consultancy services) and a ratio of staff to operating expenditure.
The intention of the section is to demonstrate that the Entity has budgeted within its allocation for both the
salaries and for the appointment of service providers to be able to deliver on the planned tasks for 2019/20
and identify resourcing challenges and critical skills required that a specialist housing entity such as EHC
requires.
The section indicates that the Entity is able to fully achieve its mandate based on its staff
complement/structure with additional external technical support for the period 2019/20. The following is
discussed in a narration of the organisational diagram:
Current organisational structure
The current organisational structure is structured as follows:

BOARD

EMM
Internal Audit

FILLED

Chief
Executive

Executive
Assistant

VACANT
COSEC
Driver/
M essenger
Chief Financial
Officer

EM:
Operations

EM :Manger
Coporate
Sevices

Senior
Secretary

Development

Property
Manager

COMM
DEV
OFFICER

Maintanance
technicians

Technical
Maintenance
Officer

Housing
Supervisors

Projects
Planner

Leasing
Offficers

x3

Clerk of
Works

Supply Chain
Manager

Finance
Manager

Manager

Bookkeeper

Projects
Administrator
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Credit Control

Procurement
Officers x2

Manager

Billing
Clerk

CS
Admnistrator

Credit
Controll

Procurement

admnistrtor

I.T
Officer

Office
attendent

HR Officer

Communications
Officer

Receptionist
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TABLE 8: EMPLOYMENT EQUITY

Occupational
Levels
Top Management/
Executive
Senior
Management
Professionally/Mid
dle Management

Female
Coloure
d

African

Male

Indian

Africa
n

White

Coloure
d

Indian

Vacant
Positi
ons

All
Position
s

0

3

0

3

0

6

0

6

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

5

0

6

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

7

0

7

Skilled

6

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

10

0

10

Semi-skilled

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

4

3

7

Unskilled

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14

2

1

0

11

1

0

0

30

3

33

Grand Total

0

White

Filled
Positi
ons

0

Detailed role profiles are required to be finalised in 2019/20. The table below provides a brief synopsis of the
key purpose of the core functional and regulatory roles and the critical functions they will cover.
Chief Executive Officer: To develop the companies long term strategies and provide strategic direction and
leadership throughout the company's growth phases in order to achieve the company's vision, mission,
strategy and objectives and to ensure a viable Social Housing Institution. This position will have a seat on
the Executive Committee (EXCO).
Company Secretary: Provide direction and strategic advice on the conduct of business to ensure that the
development of strategies and corporate planning are in line with sound corporate governance principles and
that the Board and Directors fulfil their statutory requirements. To provide support for reporting and
communication with SHRA for EHC’s accreditation as an SHI.
Chief Financial Officer: To develop financial management strategies, policies, and systems, and to provide
strategic direction and leadership to ensure effective implementation of strategies and financial sustainability
of the company. This position will have a seat on the Executive Committee (EXCO).
Client Services Manager (tenant management): To ensure that all leases are activated and terminated on
time and correctly; that the functions of letting rights, leasing, and vacancy management are run efficiently;
that tenants are clear around the house rules and that excellent tenant training takes place; that marketing
and tenant liaison takes place. Vacancy management and coordination of evictions will be a key function for
the Client Services Manager
Property Manager: To ensure the end to end delivery of an effective tenant management cycle and plan
that ensures optimal occupancy of the correct tenants in the social housing stock and maximum repayments
on a sustainable basis. At the same time to ensure the on-going upkeep of world-class rental stock in terms
of property maintenance and management. This position will have a seat on the Executive Committee
(EXCO).
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Corporate Services Manager: To provide effective and efficient Human Resources and IT functions across
the entire employment life cycle. This position will have a seat on the Executive Committee (EXCO).
Development Manager: Identify suitable land and infrastructure; undertake project planning, including
feasibilities and budgeting, project management during construction. Ensure the smooth running of
developments. This position will have a seat on the Executive Committee (EXCO).
Additional essential support functions will include:
Property Managers - Rental administrator - To assist that tenant manager and the finance manager, the
rental administrator will conduct rent roll management, and keep up to date and accurate the processes of
statement management, rent receipting, and arrears reporting and management.
Client Services Leasing Administrator: To assist the client services manager, the leasing administrator
will ensure that all leases are activated and terminated on time and correctly; that the functions of letting
rights, leasing, and vacancy management are run efficiently; that tenants are clear around the house rules
and that excellent tenant training takes place; that marketing and tenant liaison takes place. Vacancy
management and coordination of evictions will be a key function for the leasing administrator.
Caretaker(s): The caretaker will, for one or all complexes (which can be decided as the workload unfolds)
conduct for every building: general caretaking, maintenance, snag list management, utilities, and recovery
management, and assist with vacancy management & tenant training and liaison.
It is evident from the above that EHC would not be able to perform its duties to achieve the 2019/20 KPIs
given the 2018/19 organisational structure and the technical skills required. A revised functional
organisational structure is therefore presented for 2019/20 to address the above critical functions.

CEO’s Office

Board Services

Clients Services
Management

Property
Management

Programme
Management
Office

Property
Development

Finance &
Administration

Corporate
Services

It is unlikely that EHC will deliver on the proposed SDBIP KPIs with the above organisational structure and
without the necessary implemented performance management system and individual signed performance
scorecards
The implications of vacancy rates would have a direct impact on service delivery in client services and
property management services.
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Vacancy rates naturally impact service delivery. EHC has not quantified this impact for 2019/20. Impacting
on service delivery are the adoption of impactful targets that are included in the current SDBIP 2019/20.
Other measures (based
obligations/functions.

on

current

limitations)

by

Entity

to

ensure

it

meets

its

Findings from the Board Strategy Workshop in March 2019 substantiated external support services are
required for a period of 6 -12 months in the form of:
• technical client services management;
• technical property management;
• technical capacity within property development;
• technical corporate services management;
• Institutional support for the re-establishment of systems, policies, and processes are urgently required
to re-position the entity.

Project Management office

Project
Development

City Facilities
Management

Business
Case
Development

Transitional

Organisation
Review

CRUs
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Annual
Performance
Plan

Performance
management
scorecards

Policy Review
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SECTION 9: RISK ANALYSIS
9.1 SUMMARY OF RISKS
The MFMA requires EHC to have a transparent system of risk management processes in place. The process
includes risk identification, risk assessment, as well as risk rating. In rating the risks, the process takes into
account the likelihood and impact of the risk occurring. The results thereof are recorded in the risk register,
which ranks them from highest to lowest. Management is required to manage risk by ensuring that the
likelihood of risks occurring is at a minimum and when they occur the impact is managed.
MFMA section 62(1)(c)(i) further requires the Accounting Officer to take all reasonable steps to ensure that
the municipality has and maintains effective, efficient and transparent systems of ﬁnancial and risk
management and internal control. It is therefore important that all Entity/operational risks are considered and
associated mitigating actions and related costs detailed. The purpose of the section is to detail the risk
analysis, impact assessment, prioritization, and mitigating action planning. Furthermore, the MFMA requires
this section to cover a summary of any risks to achieving revenue projections and expected major shifts in
revenue patterns and any non-discretionary expenditure.
EHC has adopted the recommendations of the City and sought the guidance and assistance of Risk
Management when completing this section. A Board Risk Management Workshop with the City’s Risk
Department will be conducted in April / May 2019. EHC has not quantified or estimated the budgeted costs
of mitigation strategies identified. This information is valuable in evaluating the overall cost of the municipality
in financing its risk mitigation strategies.
EHC has reflected additional technical resources that are required to bring the risks within tolerable levels in
the above section – Human Resources.
Risk Management
Risks are managed in a process broadly comprising four steps namely:
Risk Identification - Risks are continuously identified, evaluated, mitigated, monitored, and reviewed by the
EHC and its supporting structures. The EHC Company Secretary maintains a risk register which contains the
descriptions, assessments and mitigating actions of all risks identified.
Risk Analysis and Assessment - Risks are rated in terms of probability and likely impact according to the
Risk Assessment Guide in the table below. Risks are also ranked for the purpose of the allocation of
resources.
Risk Allocation - Each risk is allocated to a risk owner who is responsible for the day-to-day management
thereof. This is normally the person best qualified and positioned to manage the risk.
Risk Management - Those risks that cannot be insured, or passed on to others, are managed through
mitigation actions that are reviewed on a regular basis.
The EHCs risk management activities are supported by the following structures:
• EHC Board;
• Fortnightly Management Meetings; and
• Integrated Risk Management meeting with the City
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Fraud Prevention
EHC subscribes to good corporate governance, which is underpinned by its commitment to zero tolerance
on fraud, corruption, theft, and maladministration. Given the nature of the EHC’s mandate, the EHC must
exercise its responsibilities with integrity especially in its interaction with its employees, public and other
stakeholders. This means that in practice all EHC Units and external stakeholders must be guided by the
Fraud Prevention Plan as the point of reference for their conduct in relation to the EHC.
The main principles upon which the Plan is based are as follows:
• Creating a culture which is ethical and intolerant to fraud and corruption;
• Deterrence of fraud and corruption;
• Preventing fraud and corruption which cannot be deterred;
• Detection of fraud and corruption;
• Investigating fraud and corruption; and
• Taking appropriate action in the event of such irregularities.
The objectives of the Fraud Prevention Plan are as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

Build the EHC’s image that has the confidence and trust of the employees, public and other
stakeholders;
Encourage a culture within the EHC where all employees, public and other stakeholders
continuously behave ethically and promote professional ethics in their dealings with or on behalf of
the EHC;
Improving accountability, efficiency and effective administration within the EHC, including in decision
making and management conduct;
Improve the application of systems, policies, and procedures; and
Encourage all employees, public and other stakeholders to prevent fraud and corruption impacting
or having the potential to impact the EHC.

The approach to Fraud Prevention is summarised as follows:
• Focus on the Organization;
• Focus on Employees;
• Focus on other stakeholders;
• Enforcement including reporting channels, fraud prevention policy and whistleblowing; and
• Implementation including creating awareness, training and communication.
Information Communication Technology (ICT)
Technology has become the foundation for achieving most business goals, particularly those goals
addressing efficiency and effectiveness, in an era when timely and accurate communication and data are
primary to the survival of many organizations.
The EHC is still faced with a number of challenges that the IT environment has to address. The current
challenges have been identified as follows:
• The need for electronic client screening and vetting
• The need for client and customer complaints management
• data mobility;
• Limited access and connectivity;
• Paper Based Processes;
• The need for an easy but guarded document control;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to electronic document approval;
Easy but more organised document distribution;
Expected growth in headcount;
Asset Management; and
Deploying related business applications.

The 2019/2020 – 2023/2024 strategy gives effect to a number of aspirations that seek to elevate the role of
information technology within the EHC to be a responsive strategic partner to the organization. The future
aspirations for information technology include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deploying state-of-the-art systems featuring the latest technology, paperless environment and being
truly mobile;
Streamlining processes for effectiveness and efficiency;
Implementing a fully automated knowledge repository;
Providing full support for disaster recovery and business continuity site where all data and systems
are replicated;
Boasting well implemented IT Governance processes and procedures that are compliant to IT
governance prescripts based on maturity and risk of the business; and
Managing, monitoring and mitigating IT risks

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019
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SECTION 10: CONCLUSION
The Board and Management of the Ekurhuleni Housing Company are highly committed towards the
implementation of this ambitious Five Year Strategic Plan in order to fulfill our establishment mandate and
more fundamentally to contribute to the development agenda of reshaping the spatial trajectory from a
Social and Rental Housing contribution.
In doing so the Entity will strive to forge harmonious and solid relationships with the tenants and it equally
strives to ensure that through property management a quality and safe living environment is provided. We
will endeavor to ensure that the portfolio of the Entity continues to grow with the delivery of the pipeline
projects. In this respect, the Entity will strive to forge partnerships with strategic stakeholders across the
property market spectrum.
The fundamentals towards the achievement of all the above are that the Entity must be positioned a high
performance driven organisation and responsive to the needs of its customers.

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019
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SECTION 11: ANNEXURES
11.1 DETAILED CAPEX AND OPEX BUDGET (IF APPLICABLE)
Category

ORIGINAL
1819

REVISED
1819

ADJUSTMENT
1819

ORIGINAL
1920

Grand Total

-8 549 000

-8 549 000

0

-1 112 160

EHC TOTAL

-8 549 000

-8 549 000

0

-1 112 160

-136 668 338

-136 668 338

-4 045 515

-75 501 575

-82 400 000

-82 400 000

-4 045 515

-17 977 135

-74 900 000

-74 900 000

-4 045 515

-17 977 135

-7 500 000

-7 500 000

0

0

-54 268 338

-54 268 338

0

-57 524 440

-5 253 000

-5 253 000

0

-5 568 181

-1 923 765

-1 923 765

0

-2 039 192

-971 967

-971 967

0

-1 030 285

-232 483

797 802

-44 571 099

-44 571 099

0

-47 245 364

-46 820
433

424 931

-1 548 507

-1 548 507

0

-1 641 418

-56 193

1 585 225

128 119 338

128 119 338

4 045 515

74 389 415

26 330 411

26 330 411

0

27 910 234

9 973 581

9 973 581

0

10 571 995

1 072 855

1 072 855

0

1 137 226

11 076 539

11 076 539

0

11 741 131

213_MS - SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

1 125 836

1 125 836

0

1 193 386

216_BOARD MEMBERS

3 081 600

3 081 600

0

3 266 496

9 602 158

16 223 449

3 568 800

10 554 746

3 298 728

5 730 453

0

3 496 651

1 444 424

1 444 424

1 190 440

1 531 091

4 859 006

9 048 572

2 378 360

5 527 004

92 186 769

85 565 478

476 715

35 924 435

12 690 879

12 798 879

0

14 452 586

7 622 732

893 441

0

8 780 626

391 492

-8 389 134

0

0

0

0

0

0

28 620

28 620

0

30 337

0

-30 337

1 023 535

1 023 535

0

1 179 011

1 284
155

105 144

1_TOTAL INCOME
1.1_NON - EXCHANGE REVENUE
114_OPERATIONAL : MONETARY
124_CAPITAL : MONETARY
1.2_EXCHANGE REVENUE
132_SERVICE CHARGES
134_INTEREST DIVIDENDS AND RENT ON
LAND
138_OPERATIONAL REVENUE
140_RENTAL FROM FIXED ASSETS
142_SALES OF GOODS AND RENDERING
OF SERVICES
2_TOTAL EXPENDITURE
2.1_Employee Related Cost
203_SM - SALARIES ALLOW AND SERV
BENEFITS
205_SM - SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
211_MS - SALARIES ALLOW AND SERV
BENEFITS

2.3_Contracted Services
226_OUTSOURCE SERVICES
227_CONSULTANTS AND PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
228_CONTRACTORS
2.4_Other Expenditure
230_OPERATIONAL COST
232_INVENTORY
234_BULK PURCHASES
236_INTEREST DIVIDENDS AND RENT ON
LAND
238_OPERATING LEASES
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DRAFT
1920
-40 007
968
-40 007
968
-111 773
285
-55 440
000
-16 800
000
-38 640
000
-56 333
285
-7 341
494
-1 882
682

71 765
317
31 343
856
11 343
802
1 661
719
13 080
835
1 957
500
3 300
000
14 820
022
7 998
374
1 979
705
4 841
943
25 601
439
12 858
291

CHANGE
1920
-38 895 808

-38 895 808
-36 271 710
-37 462 865
1 177 135
-38 640 000
1 191 155
-1 773 313
156 510

-2 624 098
3 433 622
771 807
524 493
1 339 704
764 114
33 504
4 265 276
4 501 723
448 614
-685 061
-10 322 996
-1 594 295

13

6 046
258
5 021
243

240_BAD DEBTS WRITTEN OFF

6 261 420

6 261 420

0

6 637 106

272_DEPRECIATION & AMORTISATION

4 571 000

4 571 000

0

4 844 769

59 988 583

59 988 583

476 715

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

280_INCOME TAX
4_TOTAL GAINS AND LOSSES
4.1_Gains and Losses
320_DISP OF FIXED AND INTANGIBLE
ASSETS

-590 848
176 474

11.2 LIST OF ALL CAPITAL PROJECTS
Projec t
Name

Projec t
Status

PPE COST MACH & EQP IU COST
ACQUISITION
FURN/ OFF EQUIP - IU C:
ACQUISITION
COMPUTER EQUIP - IU C:
ACQUISITION
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION
DELVILLE EXT 9

EXISTING
EXISTING
EXISTING
EXISTING

REFURBISHMENT OF PHAROE PARK EXISTING

Vote
Number

75276456020
MHVNJZZEH
75276460020
MHVNHZZEH
75306470020
MHVNGZZEH
75406473520
MHVNYZZEH
75406473520
MHVNZZZEH

Fund

RENTAL FROM
FIXED ASSETS
RENTAL FROM
FIXED ASSETS
RENTAL FROM
FIXED ASSETS
RENTAL FROM
FIXED ASSETS
RENTAL FROM
FIXED ASSETS

YTD ADJUS
ORIGINAL1 REVISED18
ACTUALS18 TMEN
819
19
19
T

MOTIV
DRAFT
ORIGINAL PROPOSED1 MOTIVATIO ORIGINAL PROPOSE MOTIVATIO
ATION1
1819
1920
920 N1920
2021
D2021 N2021
819

8 549 000

8 549 000

99 193

0

8 549 000

1 112 160

40 007 971

0

0

0

0

0

0

640 661

413 000

413 000

28 583

0

413 000

438 000

636 000

636 000

70 610

0

636 000

674 160

2 500 000

2 500 000

0

0

2 500 000

0

5 000 000

5 000 000

0

0

5 000 000

0

new item split
from office
based on
269 281
actuals
based on
458 029
actuals
0
0

project
implementation
38 640 000
for new rental
stock

IMPLEMENTATION-QUEEN STREET,
75406473520 RENTAL FROM
GERMISTON SOUTH and KEMPTON EXISTING
MHVPAZZEH FIXED ASSETS
PARK ERVEN R2676 AND 1/ 2676

0

0

0

0

0

0

TRANSFER
75446420420T FROM
CVPAZZEH OPERATIONAL
REVENUE

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8 549 000

8 549 000

99 193

0

8 549 000

1 112 160

40 007 971

PPE COST TRANSP OWN IU COST
ACQUISITION

EXISTING
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1 112 160 47 450 050

0
438 000
674 160
0
0

0

0

PROPOSE
D2122
1 537 052

new item split
from office
adjusted for
285 438
inflation
adjusted for
485 511
inflation

679 101

719 847
302 564
514 641

0

0

project
0
implementation
project
implementation
46 000 000
for new rental
stock

0

0

0

0

1 112 160 47 450 050

1 537 052
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11.3 WARD NEEDS TO BE IMPLEMENTED AFTER 2019/2020 (REASONS MUST BE PROVIDED).
No applicable

11.4 INDICATOR REFERENCE PROTOCOL SHEET (SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION) FOR ALL THE INDICATORS

Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome

Indicator short
name

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Revenue collected as a
% of amount billed for
the year

Output

8. Sustainable human settlements
and improved quality of household
life

IUDF Strategic
Goal

4. Governance

GDS Theme

Re-urbanise: To achieve sustainable
urban integration

IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

SO1.
To promote integrated human
settlements through massive
infrastructure and services roll out

Annual Budget

TBA

Unit of
measurement

Percentage

Rationale

To increase revenue collection at
EHC.

Definition

The indicator tracks the percentage
of revenue collected which excludes
amounts that have been written-off;
and amounts owed by tenants that
no longer occupying the unit

Indicator Formula

The quotient of cash collected
divided the total rand value of
tenants invoiced per month. This is
measured quarterly.
Quarterly

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

Finance - To enhance the internal controls and ensure improved financial
sustainability

Additional notes

Monthly reconciliations signed off
by the CFO are essential. The cash
collected must specifically exclude
deposits received from tenants,
cut-off dates and relate to the
specific month.

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Solar system reports and Finance quarterly reports signed off by the CFO of EHC.
CFO signed off monthly reconciliations
Baseline

2017/18: 92%

Data Element 1

Revenue line item in the
audited financial
statements and Solar
reports.

Source for
collection of data

Solar system generated

Data Element 2

Bank statements,
Solar Reports

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

Rands

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Monthly

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

Existing

N/A

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX

IN LINE WITH THE PREVIOUSLY PROVIDED TEMPLATES

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

Audited
financial
statements
for
stakeholders on the results, and
consolidated results for the year. To
meet the mandatary requirements for
Municipal-Owned-Entities
to
be
externally audited by the AuditorGeneral.

Definition

The indicator measure the compliance
and governance of entity in the form of
the Audit opinion of the Auditor General

Indicator Formula

A copy of the Signed Audit Report in the
Audited Annual Financial Statements

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

RTBA

Unit of
measurement

Simple count: Physical report Signed Audit Report

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Annually

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

Finance - To enhance the internal controls and ensure improved financial
sustainability

Additional notes

Tabling the appropriate quality of
financial statement annually, 3 months
after year-end being 30 September
2019

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

The Signed Audit report of the Auditor General
Baseline

2017/18:Unqualified

Data Element 1

A copy of the audited
annual financial
statements

Source for
collection of data

Annual Financial Statements - CEO

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

Existing

N/A

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Number of new Tenant
Committees Established

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To
improve
tenant
relations,
communication and tenant forums

Definition

The indicator measures the number of
building /developments with Tenant
Committee and Terms of Reference /
Constitution

Indicator Formula

A simple count of the number of tenant
committees established

1. Access
Re-mobilise:
To achieve social empowerment
SO1. To promote integrated human
settlements through massive
infrastructure and services rollout

Annual Budget

R- TBA

Unit of
measurement

Number of tenant committees
established

Non-cumulative

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To ensure harmonious relationships with tenants and responsive customer service

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Tenant committee member signed appointment letter; Tenant Committee minutes of meetings

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New Indicator

Baseline

N/A

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Establish a quarterly
newsletter

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To improve client communication and
improve client relations

Definition

The indicator measures the number of
EHC designed newsletters

1. Access
Re-mobilise:
To achieve social empowerment
SO1. To promote integrated human
settlements through massive
infrastructure and services rollout

Annual Budget

R- TBA

Unit of
measurement

Number of quarterly newsletters

Indicator Formula

A simple count of the number of
quarterly newsletters

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To ensure harmonious relationships with tenants and responsive customer service

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Copies of newsletters

Data Element 1

Copies of newsletters

Source for
collection of data

CEOs office, EHC intranet

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Maintenance conducted
against planned activities

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

8. Sustainable human settlements
and improved quality of household
life

Rationale

To offer decent, safe and quality living
environments

Definition

The indicator measures the % of planned
maintenance achieved

3. Growth
Re-generate: To achieve
environmental well-being
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R TBA

Unit of
measurement

Percentage

Indicator Formula

A percentage of actual spent on
planned maintenance versus planned
maintenance budget

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To maintain quality and safe living environments for all the inhabitants

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Solar system reports & completion of work report

Data Element 1

Solar Reports

Source for
collection of data

Solar MIS

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

Rands

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

% of vacant units in
complexes

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To increase revenue collection and
to offer the services Qualifying
Beneficiaries

Definition

The indicator measures the amounts
verified in Rent rolls / invoices
issued

Indicator Formula

A simple count of the number units
occupied versus total units under
management

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R TBA

Unit of
measurement

Percentage of units occupied over
total units

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To maintain quality and safe living environments for all the inhabitants

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Rent rolls / invoices signed by the CFO

Data Element 1

Finance and Property
Management best
practice standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

Solar reports signed by the CFO

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

Existing

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 5%

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Customer
Maintenance
complains resolved
within 30 days

Output

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To improve customer relations and
improve rent collections from satisfied
customers

Definition

The indicator measure maintenance
complaints resolved within 30 days

Indicator Formula

A simple percent of complaints resolved
divided by total complaints

1. Access
Re-generate: To achieve
environmental well-being
SO3. To promote Safer, Healthy
and Socially Empowered
Communities

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Percentage

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To maintain quality and safe living environments for all the inhabitants

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Complains register/report

Data Element 1

Finance and Property
best practice standards,
and methodologies

Source for
collection of data

Solar Reports

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

Existing

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 70%

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Development of OHS
policy

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To increase governance and compliance
with the Occupational Health and Safety
Act.

Definition

The indicator measures the EHC efforts
to comply with the OHS Act.

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Copy of Board approved policy

Indicator Formula

A simple verification of the Board
approved policy

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To maintain quality and safe living environments for all the inhabitants

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Approved OHS policy & Implementation plan

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

EHC Intranet and Company
Secretary

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

To ensure portfolio
expansion and growth

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

8. Sustainable human settlements
and improved quality of household
life

Rationale

To increase
Delivery

Social

Housing

Stock

Definition

The indicator measures the number of
new projects packaged for the 5 year
term

Indicator Formula

A simple count of the number of project
funded by SHRA CCG

1. Access
Re-urbanise: To achieve sustainable
urban integration
SO1. To promote integrated human
settlements through massive
infrastructure and services rollout

Annual Budget

R- TBA

Unit of
measurement

Number of Social housing projects
funded by SHRA

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To ensure portfolio expansion and growth

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Bankable feasibility study with approved funding

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

SHRA Approved Funding letters

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Number of repeat
audit findings
resolved

Output

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To increase governance and internal
controls at EHC

Definition

The indicator measures the percentage
of repeat audit findings of the 2017/18
AG report resolved

Indicator Formula

A simple count of the number of repeat
audit findings resolved

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R-TBA

Unit of
measurement

Number of repeat audit findings

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

Finance - To enhance the internal controls and ensure improved financial sustainability

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Quarterly OPCA reports

Data Element 1

Internal Audit best
practice standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

CEOs office and Company Secretary
office

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18:

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Percentage of CAPEX
spend

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To improve service delivery
accountability with capex spend

and

Definition

The indicator measures the percentage
of capital spent against the planned
capex budget

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R0

Unit of
measurement

Percentage

Indicator Formula

A simple calculation of CAPEX spend
against budget expressed as a
percentage

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

Finance - To enhance the internal controls and ensure improved
financial sustainability

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

CFO signed off Solar Reports

Data Element 1

Finance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

CFO

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Develop and
implement Skills
Development Plan

Output

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To comply with the department of
Labour compliance requirements

Definition

The indicator measures the Skills
Development Plan detailing targeted
staff and targeted training courses for
2019/20

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Copy of Skills Development Plan

Indicator Formula

A simple verification of the Skills
Development Plan

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To build an accountable and high performance driven organisation

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Annual Skills Development Plan and Quarterly Status reports

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

Company Secretary

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome

Indicator short
name

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

% completion and
compliance with IT
business continuity
plan

Output

IUDF Strategic
Goal
GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To comply with the department of
Labour compliance requirements

Definition

The indicator measures the approved IT
Business Continuity plan

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Copy of Business Continuity Plans

Indicator Formula

A simple verification of the Business
Continuity Plans

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To build an accountable and high performance driven organisation

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Approved IT business Continuity Plan & quarterly status report

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

Company Secretary

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To increase capacitation of EHC in Risk
identification and reporting

Definition

The indicator measures EHC’s quarterly
assessment of risk

Indicator Formula

A simple verification of the Risk Register

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Quarterly

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To build an accountable and high performance driven organisation

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Copies of risk registers

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

Company Secretary

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Quarterly assessment
of risk.

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Copy of Manco risk register

New

Baseline

N/A

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Conducting a Tenant
Satisfaction Survey

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To ensure tenants needs are understood
and clearly communicated

Definition

The
indicator
measures
EHC’s
implementation of the NASHO and / or
SHRA approved tenant satisfaction
survey

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Copy of Tenant Satisfaction Survey

Indicator Formula

A simple verification of the Tenant
Satisfaction Survey

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To ensure harmonious relationships with tenants and responsive customer service

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

CEO/ Exco signed off Tenant Satisfaction Survey Report

Data Element 1

SHRA best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

Company Secretary

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Conduct Tenant
Income audit

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To comply with the SHRA requirements to
confirm Qualifying Beneficiaries

Definition

The indicator measures EHC’s verification
that tenants that are occupying units are
Qualifying Beneficiaries, as defined

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Copy of EHC tenant Income Audit
Report

Indicator Formula

A simple verification of the Skills
Development Plan

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To ensure harmonious relationships with tenants and responsive customer service

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

EHC tenant Income Audit Report

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

CFO & Company Secretary

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome

Indicator short
name

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Development of a
Community
Participation Annual
Program

Output

IUDF Strategic
Goal
GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To comply with the department of Labour
compliance requirements

Definition

The indicator measures Skills Development
Plan detailing targeted staff and targeted
training courses for 2019/20

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Copy of Skills Development Plan

Indicator Formula

A simple verification of the Skills
Development Plan

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To ensure harmonious relationships with tenants and responsive customer service

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Annual Programme of Community Development

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

Company Secretary

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome

% Staff with
performance
contracts and
evaluations

Indicator short
name

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

IUDF Strategic
Goal
GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To comply with the MFMA requiremnts and
AOPI obligations

Definition

The indicator measures performance
agreements and evaluations of Senior
Managers & Executives

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Copy of Skills Development Plan

Indicator Formula

A simple verification of the Skills
Development Plan

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To build an accountable and high performance driven organisation

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Signed Performance agreements and evaluations

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

CEO & Company Secretary

Data Element 2

Source for
collection
of data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

N/A

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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Technical indicator description sheet
National Outcome
IUDF Strategic
Goal
Indicator short
name

Policies developed
and reviewed

GDS Theme
IDP
Strategic
Objective (SO)

Type of Indicator
(process/input/o
utput/outcome/i
mpact)
Notes on
calculation

Output

9. A responsive, accountable,
effective and efficient local
government system

Rationale

To comply with the MFMA regulations
for Municipal-Owned-Entities.

Definition

The indicator measures EHC’s ability to
ensure that policies are developed and
reviewed

4. Governance
Re-govern: To achieve effective
cooperative governance
SO2. To build a clean, capable and
modernised local state

Annual Budget

R - TBA

Unit of
measurement

Copy of Policy Manual

Indicator Formula

A simple verification of the Board
Approved Policy Manual

N/A

Frequency of
reporting

Indicator
origin/responsibi
lity

To build an accountable and high performance driven organisation

Additional notes

Portfolio of
Evidence
required
Status of
Indicator
(new/Existing)

Board Approved Policy Manual

Data Element 1

Governance, Risk and
Compliance best practice
standards, and
methodologies

Source for
collection of data

Company Secretary

Data Element 2

Source for
collection of
data

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Quarterly

Units

N/A

Frequency of
collection
Definition

Units

Notes including
Limitations

None

City of
Ekurhuleni
Programme

N/A

New

Baseline

N/A

Quarterly

2017/18: 0

Notes including
Limitations

Mayoral Priority

Business Plan and 5 year Strategy 28 May 2019

N/A

Projects
(CAPEX/OPEX)

OPEX
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